
Colorado 2021 Education Issues Survey
"Please describe the reasons why you think public schools in your area are off on the wrong track."

Colorado Education Survey
8/9/21-8/16/21
516n, +/- 4.31% MoE 1

Sex Age CD Grade School Response
F 18-40 1 High Home Because of covid how are the students supposed to social distance
F 18-40 1 Elem Public CRT.
O 18-40 1 Elem Public Leave politics out of education. Period.
M 18-40 1 Elem Public Masking kids. CRT?

M 18-40 1 K Private
Public education has turned into indoctrinating our children into a certain way of thinking that I find 
abhorrent.

F 18-40 1 K Public

The local school is bi-lingual and teaches some subjects only in Spanish.  I was told by the school that my 
child would have difficulties if we don't speak Spanish at home.  Now we take the extra time to drive him to 
a school that he can understand the language being spoken for all subjects.   Mask mandate is not ok.  My 
son says he can't breathe.  It should be a family choice whether to wear a mask or not.

M 18-40 1 Elem Public

The mask mandate is something which shouldn't be mandated. This needs to be a choice. There is no 
research supporting the effectiveness of masks for children. Most notable is the research for a 2015 study 
showing that cloth masks, which the majority of kids wear, show little to no protection. Secondly, critical 
race theory should not be taught in schools. Correct history and how we have learned from it, yes teach that.

F 41-54 1 Elem Private
“On the wrong track” is too harsh. I don’t believe my child would have his educational needs met by our 
public schools

M 41-54 1 Middle Private COVID response is BS
M 41-54 1 High Public High stakes pressure from testing and increased demand/scope for teachers jobs

F 41-54 1 High Public

I do not believe that face masks should be needed in schools. I disagree 1000% that the vaccine should be 
pushed on oir kids that's only meant to bring back segregation, we all know the masked are useless and can 
be harmful. CRT, Should Not Be a Topic of conversation. However, the likely hood the teachers will actually 
go along with it inside there class, is pretty slim. We all still need to eat, so I'll support them.

F 41-54 1 Elem Public

I’m concerned about requirements/expectations that kids and teachers are going to be in masks the whole 
time. I really didn’t want my kids to be returning to a weird school situation that may cause them to dislike 
school. Sigh. We parents and kids had such a tough year last year, we all desperately need a normal school 
year this year. I am trying to be understanding about the need to protect people from the virus, I also hope 
officials will take into account the mental health harm and long-term educational harm if we don’t prioritize 
having kids in school— and — in school environments that are good.

M 41-54 1 High Public Not focused enough on learning, teaching history and math. ... And this new stupid math...
M 41-54 1 Elem Charter Not requiring masks for students
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F 41-54 1 High Public Teaching liberal politica

F 41-54 1 Elem Private
The DPS school board has no leadership and has members like Mr Anderson who do not have what’s best 
for the children at the forefront of their decision making.

F 41-54 1 Elem Public The kids need to remain at home.  HOME SCHOOL

M 41-54 1 High Public

There is very little opportunity for, or tolerance for, my child's politically conservative views. She is in the 
closet over being a Republican or having supported President Trump. Literally, her physically wellbeing was 
at stake over this issue. Critical Race Theory is being considered, BLM (a political not just social justice) org 
was part of her daily classroom conversations, etc.

O 41-54 1 Middle Private They have difficulty making decisions in the best interests of the students.
O 55+ 1 Middle Private Masks, CRT, run by Unions, poor curriculum,  Englewood schools have poor ratings
F 18-40 2 High Public Far too interested in teaching theory’s vs history. You must learn true history so we do not repeat the past.
M 18-40 2 Elem Public I don't think the kids need to be wearing masks.

M 18-40 2 Elem Public
Ideologies have far too much weight in what is taught in the schools. Both from the schools as well as the 
individual teachers.

O 18-40 2 Elem Other Kids don't need to be masked!
M 18-40 2 High Public Losing focus on more important matters.
F 18-40 2 Elem Public Making kids wear masks and quarantine.

M 18-40 2 Middle Public

Making our kids wear masks. And teaching CTR. Not only that WE ARE NOT GONNA LISTEN TO YOU! We 
have a 100% success rate in America for taking down malarchy like you. And we will flip this whole world 
around. We will start from our communities. No more masks. We do not listen to you.

F 18-40 2 Elem Public

Masks are not mandated. I am worried that I will be home with quarantined kids too much of the year. We 
masked last year and it is the fewest illnesses we have ever had. Masking should be mandatory, esp for 
Elementary age kids who do NOT have access to a vaccine yet. My kids didn’t care about having to wear a 
mask in class.

M 18-40 2 Elem Other No masks with Larimer County is high risk again.
O 18-40 2 Elem Public Revising history, requiring masks.
F 18-40 2 Elem Public The schools board is over reaching in making decisions about my students’ health without my consent.
F 18-40 2 Elem Public The Thompson school district is not having a mask mandate. Masks are the key to prevention!
F 18-40 2 K Public They went back to requiring masks for my 3 and 5 year old. Not happy
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M 18-40 2 Elem Home

Topics of concern include Critical Race Theory, transgenderism/non-binary gender education (sexualizing 
minors), climate alarmism/activism (environmentalism is fine, alarmism is not), anti-American hate teachings.  
Merit-based progress still seems prevalent in my area, but lack of it in the future is a concern.  Propaganda 
masquerading as science is a concern.

F 18-40 2 High Private Trying to teach for testing more than for the education of each student.

F 41-54 2 High Public
CRT as well as gender studies nonsense. Basically all of everything they seem to be doing now is bordering 
on insanity.

F 41-54 2 Middle Public Extreme liberal agendas, too much focus on social issues, at the expense of academics

F 41-54 2 High Public
I feel that they need to teach and prepare students for the real world. More classes on cooking, paying bills 
etc. and focus on trades instead of so much college oriented things

F 41-54 2 Middle Public

I think schools should be off utmost importance. They should always stay open.  I also feel schools should 
be smaller to give students more personal attention, so they have the opportunity to feel connected, and that 
there is the comfort of a small village.

F 41-54 2 Elem Private Lack of funding causing overcrowded classroom sizes with few too many teachers.
F 41-54 2 Middle Public Mask are mandated
F 41-54 2 High Public Masks and covidn
M 41-54 2 Middle Public Not enough funding

F 41-54 2 High Public

Our schools have become more political than fact based and do give my children facts and unbiased 
information. Online school has had a devastating effect on my children and I will be looking into private 
school.

F 41-54 2 High Charter Public schools are govt and politically run and nothing runs well by the government.

F 41-54 2 High Public
Slightly,   Keep kids in school longer with k-12 masks. Require COVID + students be reported and monitor 
for possible Quarantine situations.

F 41-54 2 High Public The kids are way behind in the public schools now because of how covid was handled.
F 41-54 2 K Public The public school system should allow the mask to be an option instead of required

F 41-54 2 Elem Public
Their current response to Covid 19 is disappointing. They do not pay their teachers enough compared to 
surrounding districts.

O 41-54 2 High Public Too leftist and liberal. Need to teach kids to think critically and for themselves

F 41-54 2 High Public
Unscientific measures such as masking and testing that are proven to be adverse to children's health and 
unreliable. Unscientific discrimination against unvaccinated students.
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M 55+ 2 High Public

I feel that the serious nature of the pandemic is not being addressed as such. I would like to see balanced 
learning about history such as why a certain event had both positive and negative outcomes. Social issues 
are similar.

M 55+ 2 High Home
Teachers are uneducated communist shills . The school system is corrupt and a communist indoctrination 
factory

F 18-40 3 High Public
Curriculum are not keeping up with the times. Money building new schools should have been used to 
maintain schools from the beginning and not have waited so long that now we need to build new schools.

F 18-40 3 Elem Home Government has to much say over what our children learn

F 18-40 3 Elem Charter
I believe they aren't creating an environment for the natural love for learning that kids have. Instead they 
create many rules and restrictions that just make kids obedient rule followers.

F 18-40 3 Elem Home
I disagree with masking and don’t like public school philosophy in general. I also think doing work on 
screens is a terrible idea.

F 18-40 3 Middle Public I don't like they're learning common core math
F 18-40 3 Elem Public I don’t see many kids wearing masks. And my kid says the others don’t wear them inside.

F 18-40 3 K Private

So many reasons... my children will never attend a public school in the state of Colorado.  I disagree with 
vaccine mandates, mask mandates, instilling children with fear around cold, social distancing rules, public 
school cafeteria lunch quality, too many children in a class... turning children into clones for the working 
class.

M 18-40 3 Elem Charter Social outreach and a focus on the arts could have more to do with our curriculum
F 18-40 3 Elem Public They don’t communicate with the public and they care more about the politics of school than the students

M 41-54 3 Middle Public
A strict coddling to the teachers union is becoming destructive to the education of all students in the district 
as well as nation wide.

F 41-54 3 Middle Home

District 60 in Pueblo Colorado is a horrible school district. From the bullying that goes on in school to the 
teacher's twerking at dances and fighting outside of schools and letting their children pistol whip the person 
they're fighting. The teachers set horrible examples for the student.

F 41-54 3 Middle Public
I live in one of the least vaccinated counties in Colorado. The school district has no mask mandate, no 
vaccine mandate, and in person learning.

F 41-54 3 High Charter
Lack of facial expression seen by kids is effecting their overall acceptance and belonging. No one looks at 
each other any more.
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F 41-54 3 Middle Home

Never thought we would be homeschooling. We started in second grade due to lack of gifted and talented 
programs. GT students are a minority and it is total discrimination.All the funds go to to ESL.  Now with 
COVID and mask mandates we are thrilled to homeschool. CRT... public schools have been headed in the 
wrong direction for a long time.

F 41-54 3 Elem Public
No Covid protocols. No mask requirements of staff or students and no vaccination requirements. Yikes. 
Since I can’t vaccinate my 9 year old…

M 41-54 3 High Public No more masks and zooming!
F 41-54 3 High Public Pushing political views on students and punishing those that do not think the same.

F 41-54 3 High Public

School quarantines and shutdowns despite abundant evidence of the damage it would cause. Critical race 
theory. Bad school boards. Expression of political opinions vs teaching critical thinking. Poor scores. In the 
western slope, emphasis on sports vs academics, and producing college bound kids

M 41-54 3 Middle Public

Students individual academic and mental health needs are being overlooked. Students in the same grade 
have different needs. We need more levels of learning within each grade.   We also need more focus on 
supporting the proper social and mental health environments.  Kids need greater access to counselors and 
more group/ team building activities. This should be a part of the curriculum. Team building encourages 
respect and compassion for others, and allows an individual to feel safe in and connected to the community 
around them.

F 41-54 3 High Public Teachers don’t get paid enough. Don’t have good quality teachers. No housing available to retain teachers

O 41-54 3 Elem Public

The constant testing, not getting rid of bad teachers, teaching my kids about homosexuality, and crt. All the 
schools are there to do is teach reading, writing,  and arithmetic. I wish schools still had available civics 
class, but they don't.

F 41-54 3 Middle Public The education is poor and parents are excluded

M 41-54 3 High Public
They do not put effort into extra curricular activities. They put no effort in sports. I feel sports and extras help 
reward scholars excel.

M 55+ 3 K Public I think masks should be mandatory at n elementary schools and maybe all schools to attend
M 55+ 3 High Public No masks, no social distancing, no case tracing, no regard for public safety

O 18-40 4 Elem Charter
Critical Race Theory. Gender Equality in Sports (boys are NOT girls). COVID Mandates. Lack of support and 
investment into teachers
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F 18-40 4 High Public

Douglas County is a very frustrating county to live in and send our kids to school in. So much so that we are 
sending my younger daughter to a private school in Denver. My oldest has only 4 years left in Douglas 
County or we would move her as well. The views against teaching Critical Race Theory are so disheartening. 
I truly feel as though the students here will be getting a subpar education at best, riddled with an inaccurate 
view of history. Pair that with the absolute ignorance about COVID and mask-wearing and we are eager to 
be done schooling in this particular county.

M 18-40 4 Elem Public
Mask mandate would force us to take our children to a private school because we, like most people here, 
have the means to pay for it.

F 18-40 4 Elem Public
Masks should be mandated for all students especially the younger ones who don’t even have vaccination 
offered yet.

O 18-40 4 Middle Other Most of the in-person schools i feel are not using time wisely  when is come to teaching

F 18-40 4 Elem Charter

Our district caters to the low end of our educational demographic and doesn’t need the needs of the 
students that excel. We also our backward in right to choose parent choice and the upcoming gender 
neutral bathrooms are not OK with me.

M 18-40 4 Elem Public Teach them facts and skills. Don’t teach them opinions or push agendas.
F 18-40 4 Elem Public The superintendent doesn’t care for her employees and “let go” years of experienced teachers and subs
M 18-40 4 High Public There needs to be NO Covid closures and NO  Mask mandates  this year
M 18-40 4 K Private Using kids as guinea pigs and not mandating faculty to be vaccinated to protect the kids.

M 41-54 4 Middle Charter

Teaching about racism
- Teaching and encouraging homosexuality and all the letters
- encouraging multi gender thinking and practice
- Re-writing historical facts to fit modern day political opinion

M 41-54 4 Middle Public
Crazy masking and crazy talk about vaccination. I would take my kids out of school altogether but I pay a 
taxes and she wants to go to school.

M 41-54 4 K Private

Critical race theory. Forcing students to wear masks when the science doesn’t support it. My spouse is a 
health professional. We are neck deep in the science of the virus. Here’s the biggest problem with public 
schools to keep this short: Where is the leadership? Who is standing up for the kids? I don’t see it. Too much 
politics and too little leadership. The public schools are a joke.

M 41-54 4 Middle Charter Equity Policy being implemented

F 41-54 4 High Charter
High school kids can't do simple math in their head. So many students are not pursuing higher education in 
the medical and engineering fields.
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O 41-54 4 Elem Charter I feel public education is now nothing more then a political indoctrination tool.
M 41-54 4 High Private Poorly qualified math and science teachers.

M 41-54 4 High Charter
Push a radical liberal agenda combined with heavy illegal alien and gang influence makes them ineffective 
as learning institutions… I pulled my kids out. Horrible compared to,when I went to school.

F 41-54 4 High Public Students should not be required to wear a mask at school
F 41-54 4 Middle Public There’s never enough funding for better classrooms for teachers to expand their teachings to students

F 41-54 4 High Public
They are not dealing with DEI issues in a substantial way. The BOE is heavily influenced by those who fear 
masks, CRT, and other “political” issues.

M 41-54 4 High Public

They spend more time watching movies and playing on their cells phones than learning.  They take retests 
until they get the "A".  If they don't do work they still get a 50%.  There is no accountability.  Last year the 
teachers hardly interacted.  Why didn't they do zoom and video lectures daily.  Most just assigned work and 
then never did video lectures.

F 41-54 4 K Charter
Young children should NOT be required to wear masks. The emotional outcome of forcing them to is 
detrimental!

F 18-40 5 Middle Public Application of principles of critical race theory

F 18-40 5 K Private
Critical race theory is racist. Kids shouldn’t have to wear masks given they’re at no risk. Teachers unions are 
garbage. The LGBTQ agenda doesn’t need to be taught.

F 18-40 5 High Other
I do not want to send my children to school to wear a mask, be bullied into wearing one, talk about vaccines 
for covid, or be indoctrinated by critical race theory.

F 18-40 5 Elem Public

Masks are not mandatory nor is the covid vaccine for eligible school aged children. I personally think they 
should have pushed back the start of school until after k-5th graders could get vaccinated. 20% of all covid 
cases are juvenile cases and that number is raising.  Normalcy is not worth these children’s lives.

F 18-40 5 Elem Charter Masks should not be mandated for schools and critical race theory should not be brought to schools
M 18-40 5 K Public No masks during the pandemic
M 18-40 5 High Charter Poor education track record, kids are struggling to grow into well rounded people.
F 18-40 5 Middle Public Safety should always come first

M 18-40 5 Elem Charter
The public school system in this town more so resembles a glorified day care than an educational 
institution. However their are a few teachers and principals that are an acception.

F 18-40 5 Elem Public
We need a mask mandate. Nothing is more important than protecting the safety of our children, who cannot 
be vaccinated at this time. Optional masking puts them at unnecessary risk.

O 41-54 5 Elem Charter 1. Masks  2. Common Core
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O 41-54 5 Middle Private Class size and to pc
M 41-54 5 High Home Common core; CRT; extreme political agendas
M 41-54 5 Middle Public Critical Race Theory, teaching that boys will be girls, untrue history, and etc. I could go on and on.

F 41-54 5 Middle Public
Have had issues with the way that they chose to deal with somethings. My child is going to a different school 
district

F 41-54 5 High Public I think my children do not need to be concerned with politics or any liberal perspectives.
O 41-54 5 K Public Masking students & LGBT books & instruction. .
O 41-54 5 Middle Public No mask mandate
F 41-54 5 Elem Charter Not taking precautions for Covid at all, putting student tests above health

M 41-54 5 Middle Public
Our teachers in this town work for absolutely nothing! It pathetic when a gas station worker can pull in more 
than and educator with loads of education!

F 41-54 5 K Public Political correctness vs learning
M 41-54 5 High Public Seem to be driven by culture rather than education

O 41-54 5 Middle Charter
Stop concentrating on critical race theory and propaganda and teach them how to read and do math if your 
students know your political ideology then you are a shitty teacher

M 41-54 5 Elem Public
They need to require vaccines for teachers and masks for students, currently it sounds like neither will be 
required.

O 41-54 5 Elem Public Too many assessments

O 41-54 5 High Public
Values, morals, future skills, financial planning, pushing beliefs and saying other beliefs are not true. God 
not allowed. Push COVID

M 55+ 5 Elem Public There not teaching kid's things that they will need to deal with the true things that are happening in the world

F 18-40 6 K Public
Aurora Public Schools are underfunded and way behind districts attracting better money,  such as Littleton 
or Cherry Creek. Those kids, AND teachers,  deserve better.

F 18-40 6 Middle Public Critical wave theory curriculum and leaning towards a mask mandate.

O 18-40 6 K Charter
CRT, mask and EAU mandates, hybrid learning, Pronoun changes for students, the indoctrination 
happening with our children is sickening.

F 18-40 6 High Public
I feel like parents, uncomfortable with sending their kids back to school are being bullied into doing so. Kids 
are being told they don't have to wear masks. This is ludicrous.
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F 18-40 6 K Home
I think parents in general have relied too much on teachers/schools to parent for them and so schools have 
stepped in to be parents, including usurping parental rights regarding gender identity, morals, and virtues.

F 18-40 6 High Public Masks should be
M 18-40 6 Elem Home No focus on classical education, no child left behind policies, critical race theory to name a few

F 18-40 6 Middle Private
Not putting kids first with in person learning and teaching things that should be left up to the parents 
decision on when their child is ready to learn (sex education specifically). And pushing personal agendas.

O 18-40 6 High Home Poor communication, no transparency of what is taught in classroom, misuse of funds
F 18-40 6 Elem Charter Poor curriculum, low funding, behavior issues
M 18-40 6 Elem Public Shifting focus of contemporary school curriculum

M 18-40 6 High Home
The public schools are not teaching neutral positions regarding history and race. They are exposing 
children to adult issues at too early or an age.

M 18-40 6 Elem Public
They are not taking CDC recommendations seriously and not implementing safety precautions that follow 
the CDC recommendations to keep my child safe from the Delta variant.

F 18-40 6 Elem Charter They aren't requiring masks, no distancing,  nothing. Kids can't be vaccinated yet.

F 18-40 6 K Private
They teach critical race theory, which is so wrong. Mandatory vaccines are also wrong. our students should 
not be thrown into political  Wars

F 18-40 6 Middle Public We need to teach things we can use in life not bs like racism against certain colors ie..Caucasian.

F 41-54 6 High Public
1. Covid Kabuki theatre, to appease the teachers unions.  
2. Focus on “equity” at the expense of excellence.

M 41-54 6 Elem Private Critical race theory and politics that are liberal
F 41-54 6 Elem Home CRT  Common core  LBGTQ etc
M 41-54 6 Middle Public Focus on the basics not social justice BS. Teach my kid percents, how loans work, grammar, etc

F 41-54 6 Middle Public
I believe face masks should be required during this time of spiking COVID-19 cases. I would look forward to 
removing the mask mandate when public health officials deem it safe to do so.

M 41-54 6 High Public I don’t have enough room in this box

F 41-54 6 Middle Home
I got an email saying that the adults (teachers and admin) would not be required to be vaccinated OR wear 
masks, around children who can't be vaccinated. They must be crazy. I unenrolled her immediately.

M 41-54 6 Middle Public I think all kids should be home schooled until the delta varient is no longer a threat

M 41-54 6 Middle Public
Kids need to be taught how to learn and not just learn how to take standardized tests. They need more time 
to explore and be creative and inquisitive. Food at school is pretty bad as well.
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F 41-54 6 Elem Home
Lack of funding has created a lack of helping children reach higher potential. Schools are working hard! It 
comes down to the money.

M 41-54 6 Middle Public
Leftism is totally destroying public education. It's literally almost become dangerous, or an act of child abuse 
to send your children to public schools anymore.

O 41-54 6 Elem Public
Leftist politics injected into elementary school curriculum taught as fact rather than the insane 
opinions/delusions of mentally ill people angry that reality isn't molded by pretending

F 41-54 6 Elem Private Need to spend more on facilities and teachers, less on admin
F 41-54 6 Middle Charter No mask mandate.

F 41-54 6 Middle Other
Teachers are being told what to teach based on curriculum. I don’t agree with CRT or the changes in 
Curriculum that go along with this. I also don’t agree with children wearing masks

M 41-54 6 High Public The liberal left agenda
F 41-54 6 High Charter They are more concerned with putting kids In The classroom than they are with student or teacher safety.
F 41-54 6 Middle Public They are teaching CRT, asking kids for their pronouns, etc.

F 41-54 6 High Charter

They seem to have very little, if any, understanding regarding the profound challenges of special needs, 2e, 
low income children or families and how poorly the actual Administration of Aid is or has too long been in 
Arapahoe County. Children too with ptsd or trauma aspects we have heard numerous concerns regarding 
too much Pharma blurred with the school shooting drills and realities too which have occurred...Kids feel 
unheard tho too somehow too afraid too to address. It feels that a plan B regarding Mental Health assist 
outside of "medication services" needs to be offered...504 aspects and Rights too might need better support 
or training/education to staff(s)? My high GT son had been nearly three years in acceleration and something 
so traumatic happened to him at Euclid  that he met me curbside on Christmas with tears streaming 
requesting immediate homeschool.  I had too been rendered Disabled and had ER trips happening and they 
seemed to not understand how that would affect my ability to drive my child to school or perform during??? 
We were silenced.

M 55+ 6 Elem Public

Children are not taught enough of our history, traditions nor responsibilities as citizens of out great nation.  
Instead, in large part, they grow up as privileged people who expect others to make the sacrifices for them 
and our nation.

F 55+ 6 High Public To intrusive as far as the family is concerned the parents should have input

F 18-40 7 Elem Home
At this point it’s all about what agenda to push and I just don’t agree with them. Some of the policies being 
used would not allow my child to reach her full potential.
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F 18-40 7 High Public
Conflicting COVID guidelines, requesting excessive amounts of supplies that are returned back to families 
every year, lack of communication and funding

M 18-40 7 K Home
Curriculum overly focused on politically motivated indoctrination (LGBTQ, Anti-police, sexuality). Lacks 
basic subjects like Civics

F 18-40 7 High Other

I believe the schools have forgotten their role. TO TEACH OUR KIDS BASIC FUNDAMENTALS REG 
SCIENCE, MATH, HISTORY & ENGLISH. ANYTHING and I mean ANYTHING outside of those topics ie. 
CRITICAL RACE THEORY IS NOT YOUR JOB!! WE RAISE OUR CHILDREN NOT YOU.

F 18-40 7 Middle Public

I think forcing masks or vaccinations on children is wrong in every way. At this point It should be 100% at 
the parents discretion.  It is not our children's job to protect the vulnerable or the unvaccinated. We have 
already been through 18 months of these harsh regulations and they are hurting our children badly. Things 
need to go back to normal so kids can get the most out of their education. And parents who disagree should 
have every right to keep their kid home or send their kid to school in a mask.

F 18-40 7 High Private Leftist agenda taught in the classrooms
F 18-40 7 High Public Mask mandates, constant covid tests for unvaccinated students and high teacher turnover.

F 18-40 7 Middle Public

Math to start is very frustrating. There is a HUGE disconnect from what parents learned to what the children 
are using now. In real world situations there is no reason to teach math the way it is being taught. In 7th 
grade the social studies part of the childrens curriculum was very biased and discussed politics way to much 
for a child who isn’t voting.  This made teachers, friends and other students turn on each other as if it was 
not okay to have different view points.

F 18-40 7 Middle Public Not enough emphasis on core curriculum. Less test taking skills are needed.

M 18-40 7 Elem Public

Rushing back into the school district just when they’re going to go back to online learning is pointless. My 
school has teachers that don’t care at all even during the school year when there was no pandemic we had 
issues

M 18-40 7 Middle Public School uniforms for a public school. No help for Special ED

F 18-40 7 High Home
There is no support for neurodivergent students, allowing targeted harassment and bullying and punishing 
victims. There is no box that fits all kids.

M 18-40 7 High Public
They are requiring masks for students and especially teachers with absolutely no scientific rationale.  Stop 
with this dehumanizing tyrannical communism.

F 18-40 7 K Home
They are too much unnecessary progressive propaganda and teach stopped teaching necessary basics, i.e 
early American history, national anthem, pledge of allegiance, cursive, etc.

M 18-40 7 High Charter They are under funded and the kids have no discipline
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F 18-40 7 Elem Home
Too much emphasis on standards/testing and not enough on teaching, too many disruptive students, not 
enough recess or movement opportunities.

M 18-40 7 Elem Public We need more emphasis on core subjects and post graduation launching into either the trades or college.

M 41-54 7 Middle Public
CRT, mask mandates,  politicizing everything that shouldn't be a topic in our school system with young kids, 
even most high schoolers.

M 41-54 7 High Public I don't want my children exposed to any anti American propoganda or covid hysteria.
F 41-54 7 High Charter Mandating masks, removing history from being taught and teaching things I do not agree with or support
M 41-54 7 Elem Public Masks are not mandatory for students.

M 41-54 7 Middle Public

No masks!  No evidence that cloth masks even prevent transmission of covid.  What is the end point?  
When vaccines are available to kids and parents still don’t want them for their kids, then what?  Isolation and 
ridicule until we comply?  This is crazy.  Any adult who wants the vaccine can get one.  They are widely 
available.

F 41-54 7 High Public Schools should be requiring masks
F 41-54 7 High Public Started off with the focus on keeping kids safe and in school. Caved to pressure and the focus fell off safety

M 41-54 7 High Public
Stop abusing the children! Masks are bacteria infected and clearly useless. Children should NOT be 
required to wear a mask!!!

O 41-54 7 High Public
Teachers unions are becoming modern day brown shirts, indoctrinating kids to socialist, marxist & CRT 
lunacy and failing miserably at teaching basic math, english, science & history. Quit now.

M 41-54 7 Middle Charter
They don't consider real-world pure reviewed science when it comes to the world of masking and pushing a 
vaccine that is still experimental on our kids

F 41-54 7 High Charter Too liberal.
F 41-54 7 High Public We need to focus on education and not all the bs.


